
The PedestalPro PH self-levelling adjustable pedestal is unrivalled in its field.  Designed to support any type of 
calibrated paving, it offers the highest compressive strength of any pedestal system on the market. 
Its unique self-levelling head and impressive height range will accommodate even the most complex paving issues – including sloping areas, drainage and 
maintenance access.

SELF-LEVELLING, ADJUSTABLE 
PEDESTALS

PedestalPro PH

KEY BENEFITS

•  Unique self-levelling design offers slope correction up to 10.5%

•  Ultimate compression strength for maximum durability

•  Simple design ensures rapid installation

•  For use with any type of calibrated paving - concrete, granite, porcelain, etc.

SELF-LEVELLING PAVING SUPPORT HEAD

Due to its innovative self-levelling head  design, PedestalPro Paving System has 
the fastest  installation time of any pedestal  system available.

•   Utilises the ‘ball & socket’ joint concept to allow a free moving  captive head

•   Provides slope correction of up to 10.5% (6°)

•   Paving or decking is laid onto the pedestals without having to manually adjust  
 slope correction. This results in significant time savings and a perfectly level   
 finished area

•   Alternative head available to support decking.

ADJUSTABLE  THREADED 
SECTION
This heavy grade threaded section allows you 
to adjust the height in minute increments, within 
the given range. It’s easy to adjust, simply grab 
and twist.

HEIGHT EXTENSION COLLAR

A very simple design with a single ‘click’ motion to attach, these  extension 
collars build up the  pedestals in 100mm increments.

WIDE SUPPORTING BASE

PedestalPro PH Paving System creates an evenly spread load on the surface below, ensuring that membranes are 
well protected. Pedestals are loose laid and do not require fixing to the floor. Designed with water drainage holes to 
prevent moisture build-up.
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Product Datasheet



40-56mm50-70mm70-110mm110-160mm150-210mm200-300mm300-400mm400-500mm500-600mm600-700mm700-800mm800-900mm900-1000mm

Base Diameter 220mm Base Diameter 210mm

SIZE RANGE
The vast height range of the PedestalPro 
self-levelling adjustable pedestal allows it 
to overcome very large changes in surface 
level, and also conceal services, ductwork 
and pipes beneath the paving.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Material

Biological/Chemical

Height Range

Compression

Base Diameter

Head Diameter

Spacer tab thicknesses

Working Temperature

PP Polyproylene (recyclable), UV resistant

Resistant to moulds, algae, alkali, bitumen

40-56mm, 50-70mm, 70-110mm, 110-160mm, 150-210mm, 
200-300mm, 300-400mm, 400-500mm, 600-700mm, 
700-800mm, 800-900mm, 900-1000mm

 2100 Kg (certified compression data available on request)

210mm / 220mm

130mm

2mm / 4mm (standard) / 6mm

-40°C  –  120°C

PedestalPro PH
Product Datasheet

PEDESTAL QUANTITY 
CALCULATIONS

For help calculating quantities of 
pedestals you require, or for any 
other guidance regarding your 
project, call Roof-Pro on  
03335 771 500.

Perimeter Spacer Tab 
Spaces the paving evenly against perimeter walls/ parapets, 
reducing movement and ensuring membrane protection.

Non-rocking head
For use when the head needs to remain in the flat 
position.

Head Rubber Shock Pad
Installed to enhance acoustic properties, and 
reduce movement with specific paving types 
e.g. porcelain.  

Base Rubber Shock Pad
Installed to enhance acoustic properties, 
or where membrane requires additional 
protection.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS


